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The main thing/idea for this article : 

1. review a wide range of open source software for quantum computing

2. evaluation of each project

Hardware Compiler Algorithm Paradigms
Quantum annealing

Gate models

“covering all stages of the quantum toolchain”



Why open source in quantum computing?

Reproducibility   
a core tenet of science

Impact and publicity
crucial for both scientific and commercial endeavors

Building a community and ecosystem

steep learning curve that needs to be overcome, therefore it is in the best 
interest of quantum hardware companies to get more developers involved

Gaining credit and increasing human capital



Software projects in quantum computing

Discrete variable gate-model quantum computing
✓ bits are replaced by qubits 
✓ logical transformations by a finite set of unitary gates
✓ Most popular in hardware

Continuous variable gate-model quantum computing
✓ qubits are replaced by qumodes
✓ closer to the physics way of thinking, e.g. in quantum optics
✓ Most popular language in describing circuits

Adiabatic quantum computation
✓ Quantum annealing devices
✓ Only for some understanding of statistical physics

Quantum simulators
✓ Original motivation behind quantum computing
✓ Application-specific



Visualization of a typical quantum algorithm workflow

On a quantum annealer:On a gate-model 
quantum computer:



Their standard for 
considering/evaluating 
open source Quantum 
Computing software: 



Projects considered:

Qiskit



Feature 
overview: 

quantum processing unit (QPU, Hardware)

Qiskit



Why Qiskit “split”? 



Heatmap of documentation analysis results: 



Evaluation results for the community analysis:



Evaluation results for the static analysis of each project and its source code:
pull requests (PR)



Lack of stand-alone quantum compilers
Most compilers are either proprietary, closed-source or absorbed into quantum full-stack libraries

More @ live website (https://qosf.org/) 

Conclusions : 

These open source projects lowers the barrier to learn quantum computing
It reflects the same process that happened in machine learning

Lack of standardization in the field
Multiple players develop competing software platforms



The usage of Qiskit

1. Search “anaconda python”
2. Download the Python3.7 version
3. Install it via “sh Anaconda3-2019.10-Linux-x86_64.sh”

4. “conda create –n qiskit-py37 python=3.7”
5. “conda activate qiskit-py37”
6. “pip install qiskit”

The easiest way :

a. 可修改默认安装目录
b. 建议安装完后允许其自动shell配置
c. 同时“conda config –set auto_activate_base false”避免自动环境激活

includes: qiskit qiskit_terra qiskit_aer qiskit-ibmq-provider  qiskit_ignis qiskit_aqua
marshmallow  scipy networkx jsonschema numpy psutil sympy ply  nest_asynic
websockes cvxopt Quandl fastdtw docplex scikit_learn h5py  pyscf dlx  six
decorator  attrs importlib_metadata pyrsistent mpmath urllib3  idna chardet
cryptography  ntlm_auth python_detautil pyasn1  ndg_httpsclient inflection
pyOpenSSL pandas  more_itertools docloud joblib zipp cffi pytz pycparse



The usage of Qiskit

(in the “qiskit-py37” environments)

1. “conda install jupyter matplotlib”
2. “jupyter notebook”

Additional packages are suggested :

(especially when you follow the tutorials in YouTube of Qiskit)



The usage of Qiskit

Remote QPU servers Your account
https://quantum-computing.ibm.com



https://quantum-computing.ibm.com （Overview）
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https://quantum-computing.ibm.com/


https://quantum-computing.ibm.com （Account/Token）

https://quantum-computing.ibm.com/


https://quantum-computing.ibm.com （Documentation & Support）

https://quantum-computing.ibm.com/


Quantum “Hello World!” program via Qiskit
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Quantum “Hello World!” program via Qiskit

（remote server）



Quantum “Hello World!” program via Qiskit （remote server）



Quantum “Hello World!” program via Qiskit (jobs status)


